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Integrated amplifier with the fruit of many years of Denon audio technology and experience To further improve expressiveness in sound, the
PMA-2010AE inherits the UHC-MOS Single Push-Pull output circuit and is of a newly-engineered construction, forming a solid foundation for
a pure, clean sound. The PMA-2010AE is an integrated amp that emulates high-end models in both elegance and sound quality.

PMA-1510AE

The PMA-1510AE is endowed with a renowned Denon tradition: the simple & straight UHC-MOS single push-pull amplifier circuit.
Amplifier construction, the foundation of expressive sound, has also been redesigned to place greater emphasis on low specific gravity
and more direct grounding. Rich musical expressiveness in a class of its own is achieved with the same large, 27-mm motor-driven
volume control that’s used on the high-class PMA-2010AE.
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Reward your Music

DCD-2010AE

The DCD-2010AE is endowed with Advanced AL32 Processing, a highly accurate master clock and latest 32Bit/192 kHz DA converters
that dramatically boost the quantity of digital audio information to ensure that the sound you hear is more faithful to the original source.
The newly designed Advanced S.V.H. drive mechanism guarantees accurate, quite and high quality playback of SACDs and CDs. The
DCD-2010AE is equipped with various digital input ports, including a USB port for connecting an iPod or USB memory and playing music
files from those devices. When these digital signals are played back through Compressed Audio Restorer, Advanced AL32 Processor and
other Denon audio circuits designed for high sound quality, you will be able to enjoy the music with a rich ambiance not possible from
those devices on their own.

DCD-1510AE
DCD-1510AE Super Audio CD Player
PMA-1510AE Integrated Amplifier

The DCD-1510AE features the same Advanced AL32 Processing of Denon’s high-class DCD-2010AE. This technology dramatically
enhances information volume from the CD to produce a sound more faithful to the original. The DCD-1510AE also has a USB port for
directly receiving digital tracks stored on an iPod or USB memory. When digital audio signals are input from an external device, they pass
through Advanced AL32 Processing and other circuits developed by Denon to maximise sound quality, allowing you to experience a
depth of sound not possible with the portable audio device by itself.
PMA-1510AE Integrated Amplifier | DCD-1510AE Super Audio CD Player // Once again, more than 50
experts of the renowned EISA jury gave their vote to a Denon product. This time, they even awarded two at
once. EISA jury, let‘s hear your verdict: “Only just released, this combination of SACD player and integrated
amplifier sets new standards in the mid-priced market.” The PMA-1510AE is endowed with a wide-range of
unique Denon technologies to achieve rich musical expressiveness. His congenial partner, the DCD-1510AE,
inherits many features from reference class models and “redefines performance at this price”. (EISA).
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“There can be few more
imposing stereo amplifiers at this kind
of money than the PMA-2010AE.”
“This amp is not short of enthusiasm,
meaning it works well with the
partnering disc player, the easy-going
DCD-2010AE.” (What Hi-Fi)

The evolution of sound. Denon’s PMA series has a brilliant reputation
among audiophiles. The newest model is a worthy representative of this heritage
and even becomes a new all-round talent. (Audio Test)
Excellent D/A converter, high-class audio experience and exemplary values.
With its new SACD player, Denon brought D/A conversion to perfection and
lets you enjoy the full quality from your existing music library no matter which
format. (Audio Test)

HAUTE FIDELITE

Denon possesses a remarkable expertise in digital technology,
and has always proved it. the DCD-2010AE proposes a very persuasive
performance in a well-developed construction, worth to the reputation of
DENON historical products. (Haute Fidélité)

Denon’s 2010AE
components can be recommended even more than there
predecessors. Advanced player
functionalities and solid Japanese
construction are strong arguments which will certainly help
you to decide for a purchase.
(Audio-Video)

Citation of
Oscar Wilde: „.. as far as
you always must content
only the best“
(Stereo & Video)

Brilliant design, superb construction and a performance similar
to that of European and US High End devices of a more exquisite class.
A combination that makes them a hard to resist option, especially
considering their advantageous price. (Alta Fidelidad)

“The DCD-1510AE produces a very smooth refined sound – detailed
and crisp, yet well-balanced and clean.”
“The PMA-1510AE produces a solid, focused no-nonsense sound that immediately
impresses with its cleanness and immediacy.”
“… these Denon components offer high performance and outsanding value.”
(Hi-Fi Choice)

The precursor DCD-1500AE was
already in a class of its own, but the new
DCD-1510AE shows him the backlights.
He plays even more lively, balanced, fresh
and powerful.
Denon achieved to upgrade the existing
PMA-1500AE once again. The PMA1510AE sounds even more colourful and
dynamic with a more precise bass
fundament. (Stereo)

Do you think excellent systems can be improved?
Denon’s attempt had certainly
succeeded. The improvement
has allowed the player to add
a mature version of the sound,
analog feeling and improved the
resolution. Our hot recommendation. (Audio-Video)

Our new
reference and standard;
fine sound details and
excellent space definition
The end of discussions
about „cold“ digital sound
due to 32 bit technology
(Stereo&Video)

…the DCD-1510AE and PMA-1510AE combination is a fitting
representative of a lineage born for the greater glory of traditional sound
reproduction. The system is efficient in all respects, beautifully designed,
perfectly constructed and features endless sound possibilities. All in all,
real democratic High End.
(Alta Fidelidad)

